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High resolution electric field and particle data, obtained
by the S23L1 rocket crossing over a discrete prebreakup arc
in January 1979, are studied in coordination with ground
observations (Scandinavian .Magnetometer Array - SMA, TV and all-
sky cameras) in order to clarify the electrodynamics of the arc
and its surroundings. Height-integrated conductivities have
been calculated from the particle data, including the ioni-
zation effect of precipitating protons, and assuming a steady
state balance between ion production and recombination losses.
High resolution optical information of arc location relative
to the rocket permitted a check of the validity of this
assumption for each fluxtube passed by the rocket. Another
check was provided by a comparison between calculated (equi-
librium values) and observed electron densities along the
rocket trajectory. A way to compensate ror the finite preci-
pitation time when calculating the electron densities is out-
lined. The height-integrated Hall to Pedersen conductivity
ratio is typically 1.4 within the arc and about 1 at the arc
edges, indicative of a relatively softer energy spectrum there.
The height-integrated conductivities combined with the DC
electric field measurements permitted calculation of the hori-
zontal ionospheric current vectors (Jx), Birkeland currents
(from div JA) and energy dissipation through Joule heating
(E E ). An eastward current of typically 1 A/m was found to
be concentrated mainly to the arc region and eqnatorward
of it. A comparison has been made with the equivalent current
system deduced from ground based magnetometer data (SMA) showing
a generally good agreement with the rocket results. An intense
Pedersen current peak (1.2 A/») was found at the southern arc edge,



This edge constituted a division line between a very intense
(» 10 »A/ra ) and localized (-6 km) downward current sheet to the
south, probably carried by upward flowing cold ionospheric elec-
trons and a more extended upward current sheet (> 10 pA/m ) over
the arc carried by measured precipitating electrons. Joule
and particle heating across the arc were anticorrelated,
consistent with the findings of Evans et al. (1977) with a
total value of about 100 mW/m .



1. Introduction

Several studies of large scale ionospheric current systems

and electric fields inferred from ground based observations

have been reported recently (Baumjohann et ,al. ,1980,1981 ;Opgenoorth

et al., 1980; de la Beaujardiére et al., 1980). In northern

Scandinavia the dense magnetometer network named Scandinavian

Magnetometer Array (Kuppers et al., 1979; Maurer and Theile,

1978) together with the STARE radars (Greenwald et al.,1978) have

provided very useful information, from which it has even been

possible to draw conclusions about the three-dimensional current

system.

Quite a number of rocket flights over discrete arcs (Evans

et al., 1977; Theile et al., 1980; Cahill et al., 1980)

have provided valuable information on the local electrodynamics

associated with the arcs. Since these arcs,as well as their fine

structure>are often highly variable in space and time the im-

portance of in situ measurements with high time resolution is

obvious. The paper by Evans et al. (1977) is an excellent

example of what can be obtained by high resolution and high

quality data.

In this paper we report on a study based on data from the

S23L1*rocket crossing over a discrete prebreakup arc on

January 27, 1979, where we have particularly taken advantage

of the extensive support from ground based measurements

present during this time (Auroral Breakup Campaign II, see

Stoffregen,1976). These provide a valuable check on the rocket

results and permit us to obtain a consistent picture of the

dynamic phenomena associated with the arc. It also has the

advantage of restricting the number of different interpre-

tations that fit the observations. For example, excellent

optical data have made it possible to account for the finite

precipitation time when calculating electron density profiles

from particle data.

One obvious difficulty with the interpretation of rocket data

is to separate spatial and temporal variations. In the present

case this problem is not severe since the width and location

of the arc was more or less continuously monitored by TV

* Substorm GEOS low altitude rocket (S23L1)



cameras and all-sky cameras. There are indications that the

electric field pattern and the arc move together. Since the

relative velocity between the northward motion of the arc

and the rocket changes du ing the flight, the observations

are sometimes expanded in time as compared with the case of

a stationary arc. I£ will, however, be shown below that the

observed changes are mostly due to the rocket passing over

or through spatial gradients.

2. Brief description of the geophysical situation, instrumen-

tation and raw data analysis

A detailed description of the RIT (Royal Institute of Technology)

electric field experiment and an overall but preliminary descrip-

tion of the geophysical conditions and observations during the

three substorm-GEOS rocket flights has already been given by

Marklund et al. (1980). A similar report for the KGI (Kiruna

Geophysical Institute) particle experiment has been given by

Sandahl (1980). For this reason we give only a brief

review, and for the convenience of the reader we also reproduce

some of the figures already published.

Launch^conditigns:The S23L1 rocket was launched at 17.12.32 UT

on Jan. 27, 1979, from ESRANGE, Kiruna, (see Pig.1) into a

discrete arc drifting slowly to the north. The arc

was accompanied by a strong eastward electrojet as inferred

from the ground magnetometers. The flight which lasted over

460 s, occurred during the prebreakup phase of a substorm,

about one and a half hour before onset (cf* Fig. 2).

52SlSS£-iS§t£ii5}SS£ätiS R I T double probe electric field
experiment carried out instantaneous electric field measure-

ments with a time resolution of about 2 ms, and local plasma

diagnostic measurements, with five second intervals providing

information of the local electron density and temperature.

By subtraction of the v x B contribution the electric

field signal has been transformed to an earth fixed system.

Measurements of electrons and positive ions were performed

over a wide range of energies by the KGI particle detectors.

Between about 12 eV and 30 keV ten electrostatic analysers were

used and above 40 keV measurements were performed with solid



state detectors. In the present study most of the data were

taken from one detector measuring electrons with pitch angles

20-25° and energies 12 eV - 15 keV and another detector mea-

suring electrons above 40 keV with pitch angles 20-80°. With

the first detector a full energy spectrum with about 80 levels

was obtained every 0.32 seconds. For the conductivity calcula-

tions we have used averages taken over 16 spectra. Full infor-

mation about the pitch angle distribution has been obtained

from three detectors measuring 0-45°, 65-115° and 135-180°

respectively.

The proton spectra used were taken from a positive ion spectro-

meter with the assumption that all measured ions were protons.

This detector measured particles with pitch angles 0-45°.

Other experiments on the rocket are listed in Marklund et al.

(1980).

§£2£M}d._instrum§ntation

The optical information used for this study has been obtained

from:

1) a low light level TV camera operated at ESRANGE by Uppsala

Ionospheric Observatory. This camera provided excellent infor-

mation on small scale variations of the arc motions in the

immediate surroundings of the rocket.

2) all sky cameras - one operated at Kiruna and one at Kilpis-

järvi. These pictures»which have been analysed by the Finnish

Meteorological Institute/provided information of the auroral

situation over a wider area.

3) a two-channel (557.7 nm and 630.Onrn) scanning photometer

operated at Kiruna.

Ground magnetic observations have in principle been available

from the complete Scandinavian IMS magnetometer network.

However, due to the fairly quiescent and almost 2-dimensional

situation it was considered to be sufficient to Include data

from two profiles closest to the rocket trajectory/ i.e.

profiles 3 (through Kiruna) and 4 (* 150km further east) as



described by Kuppers et al. (1979). In addition, we have used

data of magnetoraeters on Björnöya (geogr. coord.: 74.5°N,

19.2°E) run by the Auroral Observatory in Tromsö, Norway,

and from Hornsund (geogr. coord.: 77°K, 15.8°E), Svalbard,

run by the Geophysical Institute in Warshaw, Poland. (In

Fig. 3a, data of the digital magnetometer chain of the Technical

University of Braunschweig, FRG (described by Maurer and Theile,

1978) have been added to clarify the large east-west extent of

the observed disturbance pattern.)

An arc-oriented coordinate system has been used, the x-component

coinciding with the geographic north direction within less than

one degree (north: x, east: y, down: z). We found it most appro-

priate to use a fixed coordinate system since the major arc

movements (northward drift of about 300 m/s) occurred before

the rocket entered the arc.

3. Observations

The substorm during which the rocket was launched was the

first of two clearly separated substorms occuring on Jan. 27,

1979. A positive deflection in the X-component of the Kiruna

magnetometer indicative cf a developing eastward electrojet

can be seen shortly after 1600 UT (see Fig. 2). The equivalent

current vectors, obtained by a 90° clockwise rotation of the

magnetic disturbance vector at 17.16.03 UT/ are presented in

Fig. 3a for each of the magnetic sites belonging to profile 3

(MIK-PIT), profile 4 (SOY-SAU) and profile 5 (SKA-KUU). In

the same figure the arc locations are plotted as deduced

from the Kiruna and Kilpisjärvi all-sky cameras (see below).

The main magnetic feature over the northern part of Scandinavia

is that of an almost arc-aligned eastward equivalent current

reaching peak intensity of about 150 nT slightly south of the

bright auroral arc. The temporal development of the magnetic

ground disturbance field is shown in Fig. 3b as a sequence of

latitude profiles of the X- and Z-components along profiles 3

and 4 extended to the north by the stations on Björnöya and



Hornsund. It can be seen that the configuration shown in

Fig. 3a is fairly stable during the whole rocket flight, apart

from an increase in the electrojet strength of about

35 nT after 17.14 UT, when the aurora suddenly brightens.

Also, a slight northward drift in connection with the arc

movement can be recognized. The additional information gained

by the two northernmost stations shows that there is also

a westward current of comparable strength centered overhead

Björnöya.

In Figs. 4a,b the temporal behaviour of the aurora is dis-

played. Corresponding auroral structures in the recordings

of the all-sky cameras in Kilpisjärvi and Kiruna have been

digitized along their lower borders, rectified and mapped to

a height which gives best agreement between both observations.

Fig. 4a shows the so derived variations in auroral altitude

and the corresponding peak electron energies according to

Rees (1963). The resulting positions of the auroras are shown

in Fig. 4b with respect to the rocket position (indicated by

• ) . From Figs. 3 and 4 it is obvious that a change in the

precipitation occurred shortly after 17.14 UT, i.e. before

the rocket entry into the arc. The arc brightens from about

10 to 100 kR (5577 A), lowers its altitude by about 10 km and the

electrojet strength increases by 35 nT, i.e. both the flux

and the energy of the precipitating particles must have in-

creased. From the sequence of pictures shown in Fig. 4b, which

are given with 20 s intervals, the rocket seems to enter the

arc around 17.15.20 UT, and then it follows the arc during

its northward movement, for the rest of the flight.

A more detailed picture of the position of the arc relative

to the rocket is presented in Fig. 5. This is a time latitude

diagram based on low light level TV pictures, taken every

fifth second during the flight. The dots, crosses and rings

represent the northern arc edge location as measured along

the geographical longitudes, 20°E, 21°E and 22°E, respectively.

The heavy curve represents a smoothed version of the arc edge

location measured along the 21° longitude which nearly coin-



cides with the rocket trajectory (cf. Fig. 1). An arc width

of about 20 km, inferred from the optical observations has

been taken to define the southern boundary of the arc. The

projected position of the rocket trajectory is given by the

dashed line. The rocket enters the arc due to a sudden dece-

leration in the northward arc motion. In about one minute the

rocket has reached the northern arc edge. After 250 s (17.16.42

UT), the arc catches up with the rocket again and during the

rest of the flight the rocket remains more or less close to

the northern arc edge, depending on the boundary fluctuations.

At the end of the flight the arc brightness has begun to weaken

and at 17.19.03 UT (*• 390 s) the arc is already relatively

faint (~ 10 kR) (cf. Fig. 4b).

Rocke t -Jspx^ne _ ob ser vat ion s

The observations ma<3e by the electric field experiment are de-

scribed in detail in the paper by Marklund et al. (1980).

The electric field and plasma parameter observations during

the flight are shown in the four upper panels of Fig. 6.

Equatorward of the arc an intense poleward electric field of

115 mV/m is seen, which drops dramatically at 161 s as the

rocket enters the arc region. The anticorrelation between the

electric field and the electron density pattern (across the

arc) indicates a southward polarization electric field within

the arc. The measured electron energy flux and the

peak energy variation as measured by the KGI par-

ticle detectors are presented in the two lower panels of Fig. 6.

A distinct increase by about two orders of magnitude occurs

at 161 s (17.15.13 UT) simultaneously with the electric field

drop, and this time will be taken to represent the arc entry.

It is interesting to note the very good agreement between

these observations and the optical observations shown in

Figs. 4a, b and 5, in both the horizontal and the vertical

position. At 250 seconds a drop is seen in the energy flux

as well as in the peak energy shown in Fig. 6, indi-

cating that the rocket was near the edge of the arc. This is

confirmed by Fig. 5. The three distinct peaks at the end of



the flight are discernaLle in both Fiys. 5 and 6. Note also

the good agreement between the measured electron peak energy

(Fig.6) and that inferred from the observed auroral height as

shown in Fig-4a. In Fig.7 we show typical electron spectra for

two characteristically different regions: arc equatorward edge

and arc centre, respectively. The peak energies for these soectra

are 2 keV and 8 keVf i.e. softer spectrum towards the arc

boundaries. This has important implications on the current

configuration associated with the arc as will be shown in

the next section. Pitch angle distributions characteristic

for these two regions are shown in Fig. 8- The fluxes seem

to be fairly isotropic except for energies close to the peak

energy, where the downward fluxes clearly exceed the upward

fluxes.

4. Calculations

Height-integrated^conductiyities

The particle data have beeji used to calculate height-integrated

conductivities. As a first step xonxzation height profiles

have been calculated from the particle data, with the use of

the energy-dissipation algorithms of Rees (1963) and Eather

and Burrows (1966) for electrons and protons respectively. The

proton fluxes were quite low during this flight and contributed

to the ionization with only about 10% equatorward of and less

than 2% within the arc. Steady state electron density profiles

were calculated from n (h) = y ̂ kl ,

where q and a represent the calcula-

ted ionization rate and the effective

recombination coefficient respec-

tively. The latter are listed in

Table 1, and differ from the values

used by Evans et al. (1977) only

for H ̂  120 km, where we instead

have used the recombination coef-

ficient for N0 + given by Biondi

(1969}. These values which are

slightly higher agree better with

some other observations (e.g. Wickwar,

1975).

H(km)

80

90

100

110

120

140

160

180

2O0

220

250

280

Table

a(nr/s)

6.75-10"13

6.46* -"-

5.71' -n-

4.63- -"-

3.12- -*-

1.45- -"-

1.13- -"-

8.30-10"14

5.50- -"-

3.70- -"-

2.00* -"-

1.27* -"-

1
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The altitude dependent conductivities have been calculated

by using the classical conductivity expressions given by e.g.

Boström (1964), the model ionosphere by Jones and Rees (1973)

and the expressions for the collision frequencies used by

Evans et al. (1977) and finally height-integrated. The results

presented here have been shown not to be very sensitive to

the particular choice of the model ionosphere.

An example of the results from these stepwise calculations

which have been performed for every fifth second during the

flight, are presented in Fig. 9a, b. As input we have used the

averaged electron energy spectrum, shown in Fig. 9a and a corre-

sponding proton energy spectrum, and obtained height-profiles of

first the electron density, and secondly the Hall (cO and Peder-

sen conductivity (ap), (Fig.9b). The conductivities are seen to

peak at slightly different altitudes, aH at about 110 km and a

at 120 km.

The height-integrated Hall and Peder sen conductivities T. and I

thus obtained are presented in Fig.10. These values are slightly

higher than those obtained by e.g. Cahill et al. (1980) and Evany

et al. (1977) as a result of the larger electron energy fluxns

in our case. As a consequence of the shift to lower peak energies;

at the arc edges as demonstrated in Fig.7 above, the Z^ to £p

ratio decreases from typically 1.4 within the arc to 1 or less

than 1 at the edges. It will be shown in the next section that

the equilibrium values !„ and Eo calculated here will be reached
n r

within 15 s of constant precipitation, a condition which is gene-

rally met during this flight.

The horizontal height-integrated ionospheric current vector is

given by the following expression:

Here J, £p and EH denote the height-integrated current density

and Pedersen and Hall conductivity respectively/ v the neutral

wind velocity vector (which in the present study is assumed

to be zero) and E and B the electric and magnetic field vectors,

respectively. With the coordinate system used here
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the two current components become

(northward current)

,O

Jy = EP " Ey + £H * Ex (eastward current)

These have been calculated from the observed electric field

and the calculated conductivity values presented in Fig.6 and

Fig.10. The result is shown in Figs.11a and 12. The current is

concentrated mainly to the central parts and around the equatorwarr*

edge of the arc with a typical strength of 1 A/m. The total cur-

rent vectors are typically pointing towards east-north east or 20%

to the north of the arc alignment. At about 165 s Jx has an intense

peak of about 1.2 A/m, which might be an indication of a coupling

to a very intense and localized pair of opposite Birkeland

current sheets. In excellent agreement with this Stiles et al.

(1980) found from prolonged radar arc observations that Jx in-

creased as the arc was approached from the south with its largest

value * 1.5 A/m at the equatorward edge of the arc.

The horizontal currents shown in Fig».11a and 12 have been cal-

culated on the assumption that the neutral winds were negligible

during the flight. In order to drastically change the results

obtained here, a neutral wind of the order of E/B would be

needed, which in the present case amounts to 1-2 km/s equatorward

of the arc and about 300 m/s within the arc.

For this flight, which occurred during moderately disturbed

conditions (K = 3+), one would expect the neutral winds to be

far less than 300 m/s (cf. Brekke and Doupnik, 1973). Also, the

good agreement between the Hall direction (-E x B) and the

eastward electrojet inferred from the ground magnetometers

(cf. Figs.12 and 3a) indicate that neutral winds were probably

of minor importance during this flight.

The current picture inferred from ground measurements (cf.

Fig.3a) is dominated by an arc aligned eastward current, pro-

ducing peak magnetic disturbance, slightly south of the arc

position. To test the current calculations from the rocket data,
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we have tried to model an ionospheric current distribution

which included the rocket results for the eastward ionospheric

current and could also account for the observed disturbance field

on the ground. The northward currents observed by the rocket

are almost pure Pedersen currents connected to field aligned

currents, a configuration which is not expected to produce any

noticeable ground affect (Boström 1964, Fukushima 1976). For

slowly varying electrojets induction effects can be ignored

(Kuppers et al., 1979).

To start with, we have assumed an eastward directed current

sheet of constant density of 1 A/m, at a height of 110 km and

infinitely extended in the east-west direction. This allowed

us to use the relations derived by Kertz (1954). The width

of this current sheet was estimated from Figs.5 and 11a to be

30 km, i.e. the arc width plus a 10 km area equatorward of the

arc.

Photometer observations of the diffuse aurora (data not shown

here) and the shape of the magnetic latitude profiles (Fig.3b)

indicated additional eastward current flow further south of

this intense arc-related current. Thus, two less intense and

wider current sheets, with current densities and widths fitting

the magnetic observations, were added to the model. Finally,

a broad westward current was added to tue north, in order to

explain the asymmetry in the z-disturbances over the Scandina-

vian area and the strong negative disturbance over Björnöya.

The model was fitted to 1 he measurements at 17.16 UT, when the

rocket was well inside the arc.

Even though the actual ionospheric current distribution was not

constant over a wide latitudinal range (cf. Fig. 11a) the

result, shown in Fig. 11b, seems to give a good estimate of

the average current densities in the different latitude sectors:

being relatively high (1 A/m) within the discrete bright

aurora, decreasing slowly within the equatorward diffuse

aurora (0.35-0.12 A/m), and decreasing fast poleward of the

arc/ where also the particle precipitation rapidly decreases.
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Due to lack of observations, no structure could be inferred

for the poleward flowing westward current. The total currents

in both directions seem to have been of comparable strength.

The current distribution in Fig. 11b#especially the intense

Pedersen current peak at the arc edge,is a good example of

the importance of having high resolution in situ observations

as complement to the ground observations in order to infer a

fine structure in the real current distribution. A similar

Pedersen current peak was not observed in the data by Evans

et al. (1977).

The three most commonly used ways to calculate Birkeland currents

from rocket data are (cf. Anderson, 1978)

1) measuring directly the electron current by particle detectors

2) taking the divergence of the calculated horizontal currents

3) magnetometer data analysis.

Unfortunately, no magnetometer was flown on this flight. Ground

based observations have sometimes been used to calculate the three-

dimensional current system (see e.g. Baumjohann et al., 1980,1981

and Mersmann et al. 1979) This method is only applicable for

relatively large scale current systems, and not for small

scale current configuration as the case discussed here. Thus,

we have only the two means 1 and 2 above to determine the Birke-

iand currents.

The observed electron flux in the energy range 0.5-55 keV
2

was seen to carry an upward current of typically 10 yA/m (+30%,

-70%) over the arc, as shown in Fig.13.

The relative contribution to the current from electrons of

different energies as calculated from the complete pitch angle

distributions are shown to the right. These two examples corre-

spond to the spectra in Fig.7, and it is seen that within this

energy range the main contribution to the upward current comes

from electrons that have fallen through the auroral potential
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drop. The error bars below 1 keV mainly stem from uncertainties

in the calibration factors of the instrument. For energies at

the peak energy the main error is introduced because of bad

sampling of the very sharp peak. The current density due to down

ward positive ions is about 10 pA/m .

The Birkeland current inferred from the divergence of the

horizontal currents is given by the following expression

Jz (positive downward) = ~ U p-E x-Ä H'E y}+-^ U p-E y+E H«E x}

In order to reduce the number of variables we have made the

following assumptions:

1) no conductivity gradients along the arc, i.e. — tIp,H»} = 0

2) curl É = 0

3) either the E component or the E component of the E-field
y x

is constant when moving along the arc.
3E.

Case is --X « o ,
3E

Case II: = 0

Assumption 2 is based on the observation that the electrojet

configuration (cf. Fig.3) was relatively stable during the

flight, i.e. no dramatic changes in the magnetic field were

observed on the ground. F?r this reason and the fact that arc

brightness, width and location did not change much during this

time, assumptions 1 and 3 are also reasonable. The case separa-

tion in assumption 3 has been included because the rocket tra-

jectory was not perpendicular to the arc. Thus, the gradients

of the electric field could in principal be due to variations

in both the x- and y-directions. The calculated Birkeland

currents are plotted in Fig.14 for the two different cases,

1 (solid curve) and 2 (dotted curve). Although the result is

rather noisy (especially for case II) and difficult to inter-

prete, there seems to be quite a good agreement between the

two cases during the first part of the flight. At the end of

the flight (cf. Fig.5) the rocket moves close to the fluctua-

ting northern boundary and the introduced errors are larger.

The assumption that
3E

Ty"

= 0 (case I) is more realiatic than

* 0 (case II) since the rocket traverses the arc almost
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perpendicularly. The intense Pedersen current peak at the

equatorward arc edge leads to a very intense downward current

sheet (v500 yA/m2) to the south and an almost equally intense

upward current immediately north of this. A rough estimate of

the width of this localized region is 13 km, given by the time

of observation (~35 s) and the rocket velocity perpendicular to

the magnetic field at this time (~360 m/s). Although such small

scale structures do not appear in published satellite measure-

ments they are quite commonly observed by rocket measurements

{e.g. Wilhelm et al., 1980). The difference is usually attri-

buted to the high speed of satellites in crossing over arcs.

A net downward current resulting from this pair seems to be

connected through the arc to an upward current at the northern

arc edge.

The difference between the two result- presented in Fig.13 and

Fig.14 respectively reflects the difficulties involved for this

kind of calculations.Method (1) has the disadvantage that

the measurements do not generally cover the whole range of ener-

gies. This is particularly severe for the low energy side. {The

lowest energy for complete pitch angle distributions is 0.23 keV,

Two detectors measuring pitch angles of about 20° go down to

12 eV plus the rocket potential.)

Method (2) on the other he id is based on a number of assumptions

and the uncertainty is often as large as the result itself.

The current concentration to the arc edges seen during the first

half of the flight is however likely to be real, although the

exact magnitude of these currents might have been overestimated.

The Joule power dissipation <Ip - £
2) is plotted in Fig.15

together with the particle energy flux given in Fig.6, Joule

heating dominates equatorward of the arc with a maximum value

of 100 mW/m at the eguatorward edge- The power level from

precipitating particles is rather constant with the arc with

a typical value of also 100 mW/m . These results are consistent

with the findings by Evans et al. (1977) and Cahill et al.

(1980) that the two dissipation mechanisms are anticorrelated.



5. Discussion

A number of sophisticated methods to obtain information of

ionospheric parameters front ground observations have been deve-

loped during recent years. In particular joint two-diir.er.sional

magnetometer and radar observations have proved to be an effec-

tive tool for mapping large scale ionospheric phenomena. How-

ever, in order to resolve the fine structure of auroral arcs and

associated current systems, in situ measurements with high spat ia?

and temporal resolution are strongly required.

Conductivity calculations are generally performed by applying

a measured or calculated electron density profile and a model

ionosphere to the classical conductivity formulas (Boström, 1964) .

There are also more indirect methods based on the relation bet-

ween the equivalent current and electric field configuration ob-

tained from ground measurements. I.D can thus be indirectly de-

termined by varying it as a free parameter until an optimal agree-

ment between the observations is achieved.

The most common ways to obtain electron density height profiles

are by radarscans (e.g. de la BeaujardiSre et al.,1980),ionosondes

with swept frequency, direct rocket observations (Langmuir probes,

impedance probes) or by calculating them from rocket particle

observations. The latter approach, which has been used here,

has the advantage of providing electron density profiles with

high spatial resolution due to the high temporal resolution of the

particle measurements. However, the accuracy of this method

depends on whether the measurements were made during stable or

variable conditions, since it is based on a steady state assump-

tion between ion production and recombination losses. Such an

equilibrium state is typically reached within 15 s in the E-region

but in the P-region it may take as much as several minutes to

reach equilibrium.

With the aid of the excellent optical information presented in

Fig.5 the question whether the steady state condition is violated

or not can be answered for each flux tube crossed by the rocket

trajectory. Up to about 230 s the duration of precipitation in the

flux tubes is typically about one minute which means that equi-
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librium is reached in the E-region but perhaps not in the

F-region. After this time the xocxet enters regions which have

been subject to precipitation during much shorter times and

equilibrium is possibly barely achieved in the E-region.

That equilibrium is not achieved at higher altitudes can also

be seen from a direct comparison between observed and cal-

culated (equilibrium) electron densities along the rocket tra-

jectory, (see Fig, 16). As can be expected, the agreement is

better for lower altitudes. At about 390 s the arc intensity

dropped remarkably (cf. Fig. 4b), which means that the weak

precipitation contributes very little to the observed electron

densities. Instead these can be considered to be a residual

effect from the intense precipitation before 390 s.

By taking into account the finite precipitation time obtained

from Fig. 5 the calculated densities can be corrected to give

a better agreement with the observed densities. This method

is outlined in the Appendix and the result is shown by the

curve connecting the open circles in Fig. 16. The discrepancy

around 250 s, occurs for a time close to apogee when the

rocket was close to the poleward arc edge and the calculated

precipitation time was almost 2ero (cf. Fig. 5). The relatively

high observed densities at this time may have been built up

when the precipitation region just before launch swept southward

over this area. This residual effect should only be of importance

at the uppermost altitudes where the recombination times are

long. An additional cause to the discrepancy may be that the

duration of precipitation for this time has been underestimated

due to the uncertainty in determining the arc boundary.

What are the consequencies of the above discussion for the

height-integrated conductivities? Since the major contribution

comes from the E-region conductivities, the result presented

in Fig. 10 is found to be satisfactory whenever the precipi-

tation times are long enough. After 230 s and in particular

around 250 s, ?.„ and Zp may have been somewhat overestimated

(typically less than 30%). From the above discussion it follows

that the applicability of the method to calculate height-
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integrated conductivities is restricted to fairly stable situa-

tions, which generally excludes breakup situations.

The £„ to £o ratio is a crucial parameter when discussing iono-
H JP

spheric current systems. From the present calculations it was

seen to be about 1 at the arc edges and 1 - 4 within the arc (cf.

Pig. 13)» which is a typical result from rocket measurements

(see e.g. Theile et al., 1981 ? Cahill et al.r 1980 ; Brttninger

et al., 1980 . It is somewhat surprising that from ground obser-

vations this ratio is often found to be larger, typically bet-

ween 1.5 and 4. (e.g. Stiles et al., 1980). A slight overestima-

tion of this ratio in the method used here is possible since ZH

approaches the equilibrium value more rapidly than Ip. Another

important and real effect which can affect this ratio is the

presence of small scale irregularities in the plasma, as shown

by Klos (1980). This effect is particularly large for irregu-

larities with wave vector perpendicular to the magnetic field

(kjB).

Small scale irregularities are often found within and in the

immediate surroundings of arcs (cf. Fig.6). It is therefore

quite likely that the rocket crossed field lines threading

through regions in the underlying E-layer with completely modi-

fied conductivity profiles, for example close to the arc edges.

A first order effect of these fluctuations is the well-known

Cowling conductivity. By including also second order effects

even more complicated conductivity profiles are obtained. In

our treatment we have not taken this effect into account since

the origin of the observed fluctuations are not definitely known

(see e.g. Marklund et al., 1979). A consequence of this is that

we might have underestimated i in the local regions where fluc-

tuations existed.

The most remarkable feature in the current calculation» pre-

sented in Fig. 11a is the intense Pedersen current peak •

in between an oppositely directed pair of very intense Blrkeland

current sheets in a very localized region (w 13 km) at the

equatorward edge of the arc. Since this is a region of very

strong gradients in the electric field and the conductivity/ the

current peak intensity is very sensitive to errors in the slope



of the gradients. This could explain why our calculations lead

to such a high current value as 1.2 A/m resulting in a field

aligned current density of almost 500 tA/m . The upward current

shown at the northern arc iågc is possib3v unrealistically high,

because of the overestimated conductivities for this time (*250 s,

see above). It must be noted as an explanation to the high

current values obtained here that an extraordinarily high

electric field was present immediately outside the southern

arc edge in a region of relatively high conductivities (5 12 ).

The agreement with the measured particle current due to

energetic electrons presented in Fig. 13 is poor.

As for the downward current equatcrvard of the arc, this i3

expected. Calculations using different sets of particle detec-
2

tors give a current intensity of between 0 and 3 yA/m while

method 2 gives a peak value of about 500 nA/ir»/. This current

could probably be carried by upward flowing cold ionospheric

electrons (see e.g. Klunpur {1973}, Rich e>± ai. (1980) below

the energy range of the particle detectors. Observations of
2

intense downward current: sheets (> 10 pA/m ) near the equator-

ward arc edge have been reported on by e.g. Burke et al. (1980)

and Stiles et al. (1080).

It is more difficult to explain the discrepancy for the upward

currer;. The field-alignec current derive1 from the particle

measurements is correlated to the estimated potential drop,

while the current derived from the div J calculation exhibits

an extremely large peak at the equatorward edge of the arc.

The immediate question is whether it is liksly that a large pait

of the field aligned current was carried by suprathermal electrons

below 500 eV.

Well inside the arc we expect no significant contribution to the

current from these low energy electrons, since the pitch angle

distributions are found to be isotropic at all energies below

the potential drop. At the equatorward edge of the arc the si-

tuation may be somewhat different. Arnoldy (1977) reports several

cases where the particle observations give current peaks at the

edges of auroral luminosity, the main current carriers being

electrons 100-500 eV. Using our observed electron fluxes at 20°
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pitch angle in the energy range 12-500 eV, and taking the mea-

sured pitch angle distributions at 239 eV into account it was

estimated that the contribution from these electrons would not

exceed 10-15 uA/m . If upward electron flaxes were completely

disregarded the contribution to the current from 12-500 eV
2

electrons would be of the order of 40 pA/m ,

Thus we conclude that 12-500 eV electrons cannot produce an

upward current comparable to the one calculated from div JA

of 300 uA/m . If this current really exists, it must be carried

by downward streaming cold electrons or by upward moving posi-

tive ions.

By combining the results from these two independent but somewhat

incomplete methods we believe that at least the following can

be concluded regarding the actual current picture.

An intense and very localized downward current sheet (>> 10 yA/m

immediately equatorward of the arc seems to have been coupled

to a more extended upward current sheet (> 10 pA/m*) over

the arc possibly with some tendency for a current concentration

to the arc edges.

With a given arc-associated conductivity pattern there are two

ways of preserving current continuity across the arc, namely

by Birkeland currents or by a polarisation electric field that

reduces the total electric field within the arc. The balance

between these two effects and thus the magnitude of the Birke-

land currents and the polarization field depends on the con-

figuration of the large scale magnetosphere-ionosphere circuit.

In our case it's a combination of these two effects that de-

termines the observed current and electric field configurations

associated with the arc. According to de la Beaujardiére et al.

(1980), this kind of configuration belongs to the "anticorre-

lated type" or "asymmetric type", both commonly observed during

evenings, see Fig. 18a and b.



VI Summary and conelu s ien s

In this paper we have presented calculations based on high

resolution electric field and particle data from a rocket

crossing over a discrete early evening arc. The calculations

were generally consistent with the ground-based observations

which also served as a check on the validity of some basic

assumptions. The results can be summarized as follows.

1) Anticorrelation between the electric field ana electron

density or conductivity pattern across the arc indicating

that a polarization electric field has been established

within the arc.

2) Correlation between optical aurora and particle precipitation

even in small detail.

3) When calculating electron density profiles from the particle

precipitation it is necessary to check the validity of the

steady state assumption. This can be done by comparison with

on board plasma density measurements or by carefully locating

the precipitation regions relative to the rocket.

4) We have shown that in combining the two methods described

above (point 3) it is possible to take into account the fi-

nite precipitation time by inserting it into the time-de-

pendent solution for the electron density and thus obtain

a better agreement with observations. This also indicates

that neglecting the convective term div (n v ) was not

serious.

5) The calculated £„ and I values are quite similar to those
H p

obtained from other arc crossings. The £„/£ ratio is typi-
H p

cally 1.4 within the arc and 1 at the arc edges, which re-

flects the hardening of the energy spectrum towards the

centre of the arc.

6) The calculated horizontal current vectors were typically

pointing towards east-northeast or 20° north of the arc

alignment. The eastward component (mainly the Hall current)

with a typical strength of 1 A/m was found to be concentrated

mainly to the equatorward regions of the arc and south of



this, consistent with the equivalent current picture. An

intense Pedersen current peak of 1.2 A/n was located at

the aciuatorward arc edge.

Assuming that the eastward ionospheric current density

measured by the rocket was correct, the magnetic ground-baseo

observations could be explained with additional eastward

current density extending 400 km further to the south,

decreasing slowly in intensity and a broad, 500 km wide westward

current overhead Björnöya.

7) An intense and very localized ( •*6 km) downward current sheet

(>> iO iiA/nr") probably carried by upward flowing cold iono-

spheric electrons is found immediately to the south of the

arc. This current couples to a more extended upward current

sheet over the arc (> 10 yA/m2} mainly carried by energetic

precipitating electrons, possibly with some tendency for

current concentration to the arc edges.

8) There was 3 significant energy dissipation associated with

the arc both by joule heating dominating equatorward of the

arc reaching a maximum value of 100 raW/m2 at the arc edge

and by particles with a typical power level of about

100 mW/m2 within the arc. The two dissipation mechanisms

were thus found to be anticorrelated, consistent with the

findings by Evans et al. (1977) .
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Appendix

In this section we shall demonstrate how to calculate more

realistic electron density values from the continuity equation

of the electrons by taking into account the observed precipi-

tation time for each flux tube passed by the rocket. The

basic equation is

dn
CD

where q is the ionization rate due to precipitating particles

and a the effective recombination coefficient given in table 1.

Hie steady state solution of this equation, n <h) = If9- results
e jo

in the equilibrium electron densities , n , which are shown

in Fig. 16 and which have been used for the conductivity cal-

culations .

The time dependent solution of the above equation is

- 1

ne(t) = nes>
(2)

h +n
eo

nes~neo,

eXp(2-a-nes.At) + 1

where n g o represents the initial electron density value

(or background electron density) at the start of the preci-

pitation and &t the precipitation time, which in our case is

found from Pig. 5.

This result is based on the following assumptions

1) The convective term div (neve) has been neglected

in equation 1.

2) The ionization rate q, calculated for a given time t at

the height (H) of the rocket is assumed to be representative

for the whole precipitation time interval at in that point.

3) Time independent recombination coefficients.

As shown by Banks and Yasuhara (1978), the transport term

div (ngv ) can generally be neglected during active substorm
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events associated with high precipitation. The ionization rate

should be roughly proportional to the arc intensity, which in

the present case jumped between a fairly constant IBC II level

before 150 s to an IBC III level after 150 s, lasting until

about 390 s (cf. Figs 4b and 5).Thus it is reasonable to

assume that the ionization rate at a given point should be

roughly one order of magnitude less for T < 150 s than for

T > 150 s. Consequently we have used equation (2) to first

calculate the electron density built up until 150 s under the

relatively weak precipitation period (At-j) and then used this

result as initial values (n ) in equation (2) to calculate
eo ^

the final electron densities built up during the more intense

precipitation interval (At2) (cf. Fig. 5). An initial value

of n has also been inferred in the initial calculation. As

long as the precipitation time At is long enough and the ratio

n /n is well above 1, the result is very insensitive to the

choice of n , which is the case during the major part of the

flight, except for the time around 250 s, as already discussed

in section V. As shown in Fig. 16, the agreement between calcu-

lated and observed electron densities becomes generally better

after having included the precipitation times. This shows that

with a good optical coverage the method to calculate electron

density profiles from particle data can be generalized to in-

clude also time-dependent events. The importance of this result

is evident since practically all substorm events are time

variable.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Map of the rocket trajectory and some ground ob-

servation sites.

Fig. 2 Kiruna magnetogram 1979-01-27.

Fig. 3a Plot of equivalent current vectors computed from the

SMA magnetograms at 17.16.03 UT (211 s flight

time). The arc structures inferred from the Kiruna

and Kilpisjärvi all-sky cameras are also given in the

figure.

Fig. 3b Spline interpolated latitude profiles of ground mag-

netic disturbances for profiles 3 (MIK-PIT) and 4

SOY-SAU) of the SMA, extended to the north by the

stations Björnöya and Hornsund.

Fig. 4a Height variation of the auroral arc during the rocket

flight and corresponding peak electron energies ac-

cording to Rees (1963).

Fig. 4b Location of the arc structures projected to the cal-

culated height of the lower border of the arc, as

deduced from the two all sky camera pictures taken at

KJ. runa and Kilpisjärvi (from 91 s to 391 s flight time}

The approximate intensities in IBC units are indicated

by the numbers near the arcs.

Fig. 5 Latitude-time diagram of the arc location and the

rocket trajectory projected to the height of the

lower border of the arc (dashed line). The heavy line

represents the observed northern arc edge. The arc

was about 20 km wide. For further explanation, see

text.

Fig. 6 Summary of the plasma parameter,electric field and

particle observations from the S23L1 flight. The

panels show from top to bottom: electron temperature

(mV), electron density (m ), and eastward and north-

ward components of the electric field (mV/m), particle

energy flux (J/m «s) and acceleration potential (kV),

vs flight time (s) and altitude (km).



Fig. 7 Electron energy spectra. The left one was obtained

in the arc close to the equatorward arc edge and

the right one from a region well inside the arc.

Fig. 8 Pitch angle distribution obtained during approxi-

mately the same time intervals as the energy spectra

in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9a Differential electron flux [el/cm »s-sr-keVJ used

as input for the density and conductivity calcula-

tions presented in Fig. 9b.

Fig. 9b Height profiles of the electron density and Pedersen

and Hall conductivities calculated from the energy

spectrum in Fig. 9a using the method described in

section 4.

Fig. 10 Height-integrated Pedersen (Zp) and Hall (zH) con-

ductivities, vs flight time (s).

Fig. 11a Height-integrated horizontal currents J and J cal-
x y

culated from the height-integrated conductivities

shown in Fig. 10 ana the tlectr.i.c field presented

in Fig. 6.

Fig. 11b Magnetic ground disturbance for a model equivalent

ionospheric current distribution at 110 km height

with an infinite east-west extent. The measured dis-

turbance fields at the various stations are indicated.

Fig. 12 Vector representation of the horizontal electric field

(left) and horizontal currents along the rocket tra-

jectory.

Fig. 13 Field-aligned current carried by measured electrons

in the energy range 0.5 keV to 55 keV. To the right

are shown the relative contribution to the current

from electrons of different energies.

Fig. 14 Birkeland currents calculated from the V«J - 0 cri-

teria. The two different cases correspond to the as-

sumption

3E

2)
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Fig. 15

Fig. i 6

Fig. 17

Joule power dissipation (£pE ; dotted curve) cal-

culated from the rocket data and total energy flux

carried by precipitating particles (solid curves).

Electron density variation along the rocket trajec-

tory. The crosses denote the densities obtained fro-n

the double probe experiment (n ). The filled circles

show the equilibrium density values (n ), calcu-
es

lated from the iaeasured electron spectra and the

open circles give these densities corrected for the

finite duration of precipitation (n ) (see Appendix).

Electric field and conductivity pattern representativ;

for the "anticorrelation" and the "asymmetric" types

discussed by de le Beaujardiére et al., (1980).
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A STUDY OF THE DYNAMICS OF A DISCRETE ?/oRORJvL ARC

G. Marklund, I. Sandahl, H. Opqenoorth

June 1981, 51 pp. incl. ill.- in English

High resolution electric fieln and particle data, obtained by the
S23L1 rocket crossing over a discrete prebrea^up arc in January
1979, are studied in coordination wirh ground observations (Scan-
dinavian Magnetometer Array ~ SMA, TV and all-sky cameras) in order
to clarify the electrodynamics of the arc and its surroundings.
Height-integrated conductivities have been calculated from the
particle data, including the ionization effect of precipitating
protons, and assuming a steady state balance between ion production
and recombination losses. High resolution optical information of
arc location relative to the rocket permitted a check of the Vili-
dity of this assumption for (men ilu<tube passed by the rocket.
Another check was provided by a comparison between calculated
(equilibrium values) anci observed electron densities along the
rocket trajectory. A way to compensate for the finite precipitation
time when calculating the electron densities is outlined. The height-
-integrated Hall to Pedersen conductivity ratio is typically 1.4
within the arc and about 1 at the arc ^dges, indicative of a rela-
tively softer energy spectrum there. The height-integrated
conductivites combined with the DC electric field measurements
permitted calculation of the horizontal ionospheric current vectors
(̂ x) ' Birkeland currents "f
Joule heating (L'pE2). An
found to be concentrated
of it. A comparison
system deduced from

(from cl.lv "fj_) ̂ d energy dissipation through
eastward current of typicilly 1 A/m was
mainly to the :irc region and equatorward

has been Made, with 'obe < vTuivalent current
ground basec. taaqaotometer data (SVA) showing

a generally good agreement wiLft the ircoket results. An Intense
Pedersen current peak (1.2 A/m) was found at the .-cutbt-'rn arc j
This edge constituted a division lino between a very intense
(>> 10 uA/m2) and localized (̂-6 V.m} downward current sheet to the
south, probably carried by upv/nrd flowing cold ionospheric electror.
and a more extended upward current sheet (> 10 uA/m2j over the arc
carried by measured precipitating electron?-.. Joule and particle
heating across the arc were anticorrel itedP consistent with the
findings of Evans et al. (1977) with a total value of about 100 raV/m:

Key words; Electric fieiä, Particle ob.3ervat.1ons, Optical aurora,
Equivalent currents, Heightintegruted conductivities, Ionospheric
current distribution, Prebrsakup arc, Ixue dependent solution of
continuity equation for electrons.


